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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are integrating a Dell EMC VxBlock System into a customer
network Upon testing for high availability from the customer's
network, there is a network outage only when aggregate switch
"A" is disconnected What is a possible reason for the issue
with the network connectivity?
A. Aggregate switch "B" port channels were not configured
properly
B. This is a default behavior as the switch was disconnected
C. Not all interfaces were configured as access ports
D. VLANs are missing from the configuration
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A developer writes the code below to calculate the factorial of
a given number.
What is the result of executing line 04?
A. RuntimeError
B. -Infinity
C. 0
D. 1
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibits.
Exhibit1
Exhibit2
A network administrator integrates a current Mobility Master
(MM)-Mobility Controller (MC) deployment with a RADIUS
infrastructure. After using the RADIUS server to authenticate a
wireless user, the network administrator realizes that the
client machine is not falling into the it_department role, as
shown in the exhibits.
Which configuration is required to map the users into the
proper role, based on standard attributes returned by the
RADIUS server in the Access Accept message?
A. aaa server-group GROUP-RADIUS
set role condition Filter-Id equals it-role set-value
it_department
B. aaa server-group Corp-employee
set role condition Filter-Id value-of
C. aaa server-group Corp-Network
set role condition Filter-Id equals it-role set-value
it_department
D. aaa server-group Corp-employee
set role condition Filter-Id equals it-role set-value
it_department
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
A client has deployed Tripwire on a portion of their
infrastructure where PII data is located. What is a comparable
solution from IBM Security?
A. Enterprise Scanner.
B. IBM Security Server.
C. IBM Security Desktop.
D. IBM Security SiteProtector.
Answer: D
Explanation:

IBM Security SiteProtector System provides a single interface
from which to
push security policies and updates out to intrusion prevention
mechanisms across dozens,
hundreds or even thousands of locations.
By collecting event information based on these security
policies, IBM Security SiteProtector
System delivers immediate and timely insight into the security
posture throughout the entire
organization.
Note:
*PII data: Personally identifiable information (PII), as used
in information security, is information that can be used on its
own or with other information to identify, contact, or locate a
single person, or to identify an individual in context.
*Tripwire is a tool that detects when files have been altered
by regularly recalculating hashes of them and storing the
hashes in a secure location. The product triggers when changes
to the files have been detected. By using cryptographic hashes,
tripwire is often able to detect subtle changes.
*History: The original tool was published in 1992 for Unix. The
company Tripwire Inc. was formed in 1998.
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